
BASIC LAURA HEINE SUPPLIES NEEDED: Provided by Ingrid @ Quiltessential Co 780-418-7845 

 

*MASKS ARE REQUIRED 

 

 ALL ITEMS AND HOMEWORK IS DISCUSSED AT THE FIRST CLASS. If you require any supplies, please call 

or come into the store and we can help you! 

 

 Pins 

 Paper scissors 

 Sharp regular scissors 

 Serrated applique scissors are recommended (Tim Holtz are wonderful)  

 Permanent pen for tracing your pattern – Stayer or Sharpie 

 Laura Heine Pattern of your choice 

 Fabric Fuse Glue for final application of your piece onto the background fabric 

 Applique pressing sheet – Teflon or Pressing paper sheets – this is essential 

 Old iTunes or gift plastic “credit” type card – to clean applique sheet 

 Bo Nash Iron cleaner sheets, if you do not manage to keep the fusible away from the iron and  it is now going to 

go on your fabrics 

 6-10 paper plates or clean foil pie plates (to organize your appliques) 

 

FABRICS: 

 Pattern Ease – size recommended on the pattern 

 Background fabrics as per pattern 

 Floral fabrics large and small scale 

 Lite Steam a Seam 2 as per pattern 

 

NOTE ABOUT PATTERNS WITH BACKGROUND PIECES: 

 If you are doing the truck, the dress or similar. You will need to trace the pattern in reverse onto the steam a 

seam to make your background pieces. I find a Stayer pen good for this, as it does not smear.  

 

NOTE ABOUT STEAM A SEAM: 

I have had questions about using something other than Steam a Seam because some people have experienced 

“gumminess” when quilting. This is because the fusible was not ironed down hot enough when placed onto the background. 

Re-press if it is not stuck down well.  I have found that Steam a Seam is the preferred method, as it sticks in place while 

designing, but they can be repositioned. Other fusibles or glue do not do well if repositioned.  

 
 

 


